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A NOVEL MINIATURE PLANAR INDUCTOR 

O .OSHZRO* H . TSUaiMOTO   an<i   K •SHIRAB 

ABSTBACT 

the conventional Inductor conslatB of cores and 
Mound tfirest which are obstacles for the integration 
vith other devices. The planar inductor, which has 
planar coils and aagnetlc layers in place of cores and 
wires, is fabricated on a substrate. Therefore it can 
he ictegrated with other disvices, and it will be a 
fimdavental eleaent for the future sagnetic IC. In this 
paper two kinds of planar inductors are described. One 
is the outer type, which has the larger inductance than 
any other planar inductor. The other is the Inner type, 
which has the possibility for a variable inductor. 

1. iHTBsmcnaH 

The integration of inductors on aagnetic IC'a has 
lagged far behind that of other devicea. A few reports 
have been heard oa the integration of inductors. 
Firstly a core and a spiral type were proposed(l]. 
Secondly we have proposed the planar inductors, which 
are siiaiature inductors with nagiietic layers, planar 
coils and insulators, and fabricated by thin-fila and 
photo-etdilng technique[2]. In a meander type the 
inductance is l(nH/n^) and suitable for high frequency 
above 100(MB2)« Thirdly insulators were reBoved[3]. Ihe 
Inductance shows a flat response till 400(MHs). 

Two planar inductors with two spiral coils are 
proposed. As two coils are connected with the coupling 
factor positive, the inductance becoaes auch larger. On 
the other hand as coils are connected negatively, the 
Inductance becones auch asaller. But it depends on the. 
aagnetic layer. 

2. PLAMAH XMBOCTDM WITH Tm SPTHAL COTO 

2.1 obiL COMMRCTIOMS 

TWO type planar inductors with two spiral colls 
are cooceived.   The over views are shown la Plg.l. One 
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(a) (b) 
Pig.l Over Views of Tvo Type Planar Inductors 

vith Tvo Spiral Colls 
(a) Outer Type   (b) Inner Type 
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(a) (b) 
Fig.2 The Equivalent Circuit of Planar Inductors 

(a) Vlth Tvo Colls   (b) Vlth One Coll 
L,Li,LB:8elf inductance   Nrsutual inductance 
RfRftfRsScoll resistance   k:coupllng factor 
C,Co fCi(Ca 2stray capacitance 
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has two coils that are cosmected with the autual 
inductance positive. We call it the outer type. The 
other has coils that are connected negatively. We call 
It the inner type. Fig.2(a) represenU the simple 
equivalent circuit. The characteristics are aeaaured on 
the assumption that the inductance and the resistance 
are connected in series and the stray capacitance is 
parallel to thea as shown in Flg.2(b). 

. The scbeaatic view of the outer type is ahsMn in 
Fig.3(a). As seen in Fig. 3(b) the aagnetic field due to 
the coil current encloses the entire    coils.   So the 
aagnetic layers are deposited to sandwich the coils as 

insulator 

atortresist^ (a) coilCCu) 
H 

?tic layer Insulator 
(c) 

Fig.3 The Outer type Planar Inductor 
(a) Scbesatle Vlev 
(b) Nacnetie Field due to the Coil Current 
(c) Cross Sectional Vlev 

in Fig.3(c). The inductance is expressed in (1), 
a is coil aise; wc=wldth of the coll; 

ta^rthickness of the aagnetic layer; tisthickness of the 
insulator. The distance between adjacent coils dc 
becoaes equal to wc for eiach coil not to overlap. N is 
nunber of spiral turns of each coil, and b is the 
length defined as a*4Nwc. The ralative peraeabillty of 
the aagnetic layer is expressed as pr• 

LO(B)* 
4J? W*/i«-b' 

1^^ a-(21*l)v6 ] 

•     J «•! 
2N''A. 

tS*tl    ^ II-BC (1) 

b* iir-ts(a*b) 

Co(s)a3(2W-l)i-r^ ♦12«*«r7^ (a-2lf-sc) (2) tl-2tc ti-2tc 

Ro(s}s8N*p- a-2W«vc 
ve*tc 

(3) 

.The first and second teras are detemined only by 
the shape and size of coils, and the last depends on 
the peraeabillty of aagnetic layers. The stray 
capacitances are given in (2),   where € is peraittivity 
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of the insulator. The former exists between the two 
coilsi and the latter exists between the coils and the 
ma^etic layers. The coil resistance is shown in (3), 
wtuere tc is thickness of the coil, and p is resistivity 
of the coil. Bq.(3) does not include losses due to skin 
effect and eddy current. For high frequency band, the 
resistance increases nainly by eddy current loss. 

3000f 

1000 2000 
relative penniability 

F.i.8.4 The Relstion betveen the Calculated Inductance 
and the PeraeabiUty of the Outer Type 
as0.2(aB)t vcB0*2(aa)» tasO.SCAa)* 
tl»10(/>B), N«d 

The relation between the calculated inductance and 
pemeability is shown in Vitf.4(a=9.2(Bn), wc=0.2(BflD), 
tii-0.5(ya), tl=10(iOB), N^S). The inductance for w-l is 
130C((DH). But the inductance for |ir='2000 is only 2 
tines as large as for |ir=l. The reason is as below. The 
flux of the outer type is distributed around the coils. 
As thickness of the inductor is much snaller than its 

Bost flux leaks froB the nagnetic layer to space. 

lOOOOi 

f lOOOF 

3 100 
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Fic*5 Frequency Characteristics of the Outer Type 
M no segnatlc layer 

— — — — — ——with sasnetie layer 
a~9.2(BB)t VC=0.2(BB), tc=1.5(;iB), 
tss0.5(/iB)t ti=:8(MB), N=8, pr=200 

The frequency characteristics of the practical 
inductance are shown in Fig.5(a=9.2(nni)» WC=0.2(BD), 
tc=1.5(p»), tm=0.5(uB), ti=8{piD), N=8, iir=200). Without 
the nagnetic layers the inductance is 1670(nH) at 
1(MH2) and in rough agreement with the calculated 
value. The frequency where the inductance is naxinum 
fuMAx is about 20CMHz). By the magnetic layer addition 
the inductance increases only to 1800(nH}, end fbMAx 
drops below lO(MRz). The frequency is proportional to 

The magnetic layers, which produce the large 
capacitance, make fuMAX lower. 

2.3 THB IMWER TYPK 

In the outer type tbe inductance is mainly 
determined by the shape and size of coils. Tbe magnetic 
layer, even if it has high permeability, did not 
exhibit its characteristics and only contributed to 
increasing the stray capacitance. So the inner type is 
proposed to sake use of the magnetic characteristics. 

Li<B)=N. n."^^ CtaC A r-l)*tl] (4) 

Rl(s)=8ll-p a-2H*>c 
•c»tc 

(6) 

magnetic layer 
(Ni-Fe) 

tnsu(ator(resist) (a) coiKCu) 
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Pig.6 The Inner Type Planar Inductor vltb Spiral Coils 
(a) Scheaatic Vies 
(b) Magnetic Field due to the Coil Current 
(c) Cross Sectional View 

Tbe schematic view of the inner type is shown in 
Fig. 6(a). As seen in Fig. 6(b) the field due to the coil 
current is focused between ti«o coils. So the magnetic 
layer ia inserted there as shown in Fig. 6(c)* Die 
indttctaace is expreaaed in (4) • Bq. (4) ia. derived on 
the following aasumptloBS (see Fig.2(a)). 

k=-l 

(7) 

(8) 

The stray capacitance between the coils and the 
magnetic layer ia given in (5). Without the magnetic 
layer the atray capacitance is negligibly small because 
two coils never overlap as seen in Fig. 1(b). The coll 
resistance is given in (6). In Fig. 7 the relation 
between tbe calculated inductance and pereaabllity ia 
shown(a«9(aBi). wc=:0.2(n). tap0.5(ym), ti^dm), N»8). 
As seen in Fig.7, the inductance for. |ir=l is very 
small. Therefore it becomea proportional to |ir. 

lOOOr 

Ci(s)=4N- < ti-ta (a-2N-vc) (5) 

1000 2000 
retathre pemiabiGty 

Fig,7 The Relation betveen tbe Calculated Inductance 
and the Perseability of tbe Inner Type 
fith Spiral Coila 
d-Q(aB), WC'=0.2(BB)» tnsO,S(|EB), 
ti=5(KB), N=a 

The frequency characteristics of the practical 
inductance are shown in Fig.8(a-9(BB), wc=0.2(Bn}, 
tc=1.5(Mm), tm=0.2(vim), ti=5(|im), 11=8, Kr=200). With 
the magnetic layer tbe inductance is 100 (nH) at l(NMz) 
and larger than the calculated value of 61(nB). The 
frequency characteriatic in DC magnetic field Bbc ia 
also meaaured to inveatigate the effect of the magnetic 
layer. Ibc is 20(kA/m) snd the magnetic layer ia 
saturated in it. The inductance in Hoc decreases to 
55(nH). The inductance becomes twice larger by the 
nagnetic Layer.   But the inductance in Hoc becomea much 
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1 10 
frequency(MHz) 

Fis.B Frequency Characteriatlce of the Inner Type 
vlth Spiral ColIt 
'        B no Bagnetic layer 
 • vith aasnetie layer 
-•-•A» —• —elth aasnetie layer in DC field 
as9(aB)9 ves0.2(BB)f tesK5(MB) 
tai'O.Zf^a)* ti»5(pB)t N=8, ursZOO 

larger than expected. The inductor without the nagnetic 
layer la fabricated to'exaalne the inductance for pr^l. 
The    inductance    ia  70 (sH)   and differa  fren the 
calculated.    The reasona are aa below.   Firatly aa the 
aiae   of  the upper coil ia nailer than  that of 
lower,   U   ia not equal to Ie» 'Secondly aa coila 
alipped off,   the coupling factor ia low. Thirdly 
flux   encloaes  not   the entire coila but  aingle one. 
Bq. (4) can not expreaa the true inductance. 

3. A PLimR mpqcTOH WITH m) mop com 

A« the inner type with two spiral coila had *the 
large resistance and the stray capacitance between the 
coils and the nagnetic layer, this Inductor did not 
operate in the high frequency range.. So the inner type 
ia improved by uaing hoop coila aa shown in Fig.9. 

the 
are 

magnetic 
layer 

{Nifty 

1— 
coiKCu) 

insutatoKSK)) 
Fig.9 Schesatic Viev of the Inner Type vith Hoop Coils 

magnetic layer 

insulator 
Ca) (t3) 

Pig.10 Over aad Cross Sectional Viev 
of the Inner Type vith Hoop Ceils 

The over and cross sectional view are shown in 
Fig.10. TWO spiral colls are connected at the center of 
thea, while hoop coila are connected outside. As a hoop 
coil ia abort, thia inductor haa the aaall resistance 
and the stray capacitance. Two coils are identical, and 
they are aligned on Just opposite sides of the nagnetic 
layer to neke the coupling factor high. Its inductance, 
stray capacitance and coil resistance are given in 
(9),(10) and (11) respectively. 

Li(h)MA.-2- Cta(Ar-l)*tl] (8) 

1000 2000 
relative permiablHy 

Fig.11 The Relation betveen the Calculated Inductance 
and the Peraeebility of the Inner Type 
vith Hoop Coila 
a=8(BB), VCS0.2(BB), tBs0.5(pa), tiB5(/ia> 

In Fig. 11 the relation between the calculated 
inductance and peraeebility is ahown(a-8(aaB), 
WC=^.2(IH), ta-0.5(pB), . ti^SCpn) )• The inductance 

proportional to     "Juat like Fig. 7. 

K)       100 1000 
frequency(MH2) 

Fig.12 Freqoeocy Characteristics of the Inner 
Type vith Hoop Coila 
 • no DC field 

■ In DC field 
aB8(Ba), vc«0.2(Ba}, tceKua) 
tB"O.S(«iB)» tlB^Cpa), Mr«350 

The frequency characteriatica of the practical 
inductance are shown in Fig.l2(a=8(BB), wc=0.2(sn}, 
tc=l(|»), t]B=0.5()ia), ti?5(}SD}, |ir^350). The inductance 
is 60(nH) and larger than the calculated value of 
35(nH}, while in HDC that decreases to 15(nfi). The 
inductance becoaea 3 tines larger by the nagnetic la- 
yer, and the ratio ia hii^r than that of apiral coila. 
But the inductance in &c becoaea audi larger than 
expected. The reaaonB are as below. Firstly aa there iis 
e gap between two coila, the coupling factor becoaiea 
low. Secondly a coil haa the intamal inductance. 

4.C(»CHBiait 

TWo type planar inductors with two coila are 
proposed. The inductance of the outer type ia 
18(xiH/nB?), and 4 tinea aa large aa that with single 
coil. But it hardly depends on the nagnetic layer. By 
the nagnetic layer the inductance of the inner type can 
be changed freely theoretically, and the inductance of 
the fabricated inductor becomes several tines larger. 
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Ci(h)Mi a'vc 
ti-ta (10) 

Ri(h>a8p —2_ 
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